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Abstract

Although the auditory aspects of Mandarin speech are relatively more heavily-researched and well-known in the field, this study
addresses its visual aspects by examining the perception of both Mandarin natural and synthetic visual speech. In perceptual experi-
ments, the synthetic visual speech of a computer-animated Mandarin talking head was evaluated and subsequently improved. Also,
the basic (or “minimum”) units of Mandarin visual speech were determined for initial consonants and final single-vowels. Overall,
the current study achieved solid improvements of synthetic visual speech, and this was one step towards a Mandarin synthetic talking
head with realistic speech.
� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Visible speech synthesis can be valuable for scientific
research and real-world applications (e.g., Caplier et al.,
2007; Bailly et al., 2000; Cole et al., 1998; Massaro, 1998;
Cohen and Massaro, 1990). An example is Baldi�, a com-
puter-animated talking head (Massaro, 1998). This syn-
thetic talking head has been used in experiments to test
quantitative models of perception, such the fuzzy logical
model of perception (FLMP; Massaro, 1998, 1987). This
talking head has also been used to facilitate the learning
of speech and language for hard-of-hearing children (e.g.,
Massaro and Light, 2004a,b), autistic children (e.g.,
Bosseler and Massaro, 2003), and learners of English as a
second language (e.g., Massaro and Light, 2003). Of course,
the value of visible speech is not limited to just the English
language. Baldi has been adapted to speak a variety of lan-
guages, including Italian (Cosi et al., 2002), Arabic (Ouni
et al., 2003), and Mandarin-Chinese (Massaro et al.,
2006). Phonemes from the various languages are the basic

units of speech synthesis. The articulation properties of
each phoneme are controlled by a set of facial animation
control parameters (e.g., target values for jaw rotation,
rounding, tongue position, etc.) and coarticulation tempo-
ral dominance functions (indicating the degrees of influence
for their target values; Massaro et al., 2005). For a detailed
description of the facial animation and speech synthesis
involved in the talking head, see works by Massaro
(1998, Chapter 12) and by Ouni et al. (2005, pp. 116–124).

Baldi speaks English, and its English visual speech has
been evaluated and subsequently improved (Massaro,
1998, Chapter 13). Badr is the Arabic-speaking version of
Baldi, and its Arabic visual speech has been evaluated
(Ouni et al., 2003) and improved (Ouni et al., 2005). Bao
is the Mandarin-speaking version of Baldi. Although Bao’s
Mandarin visual speech has been somewhat improved and
used to train Mandarin learners (Massaro et al., 2006,
2008), its Mandarin visual speech repertoire has not been
thoroughly evaluated and systematically improved. There-
fore, the current experiments examine the visual speech
perception of Mandarin natural speech and Bao’s synthetic
speech. The aim is to evaluate and improve Bao’s Manda-
rin visual speech.
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Studying and applying Mandarin visual speech informa-
tion potentially presents unique and interesting contribu-
tions. For example, Mandarin has phonemes that do not
typically occur in English, including consonants (palatal
fricative and palatal affricates) and vowels (high-front
rounded and high-back un-rounded). Also, the Mandarin
post-alveolar fricative, affricates, and approximant are api-
cal (i.e., produced mainly with the tongue tip) instead of
laminal (i.e., produced mainly with the tongue blade)
(Lee and Zee, 2003). Moreover, Mandarin has some words
consisting of syllabic consonants without true vowels (Lee
and Zee, 2003), as in the pinyin words “zhi” and “zi”. Man-
darin auditory speech is generally better understood than
visual speech, and Mandarin offers an opportunity to study
segmental and tonal aspects of visual speech.

Although Mandarin visual segmental speech has been
examined from perspectives and approaches related to com-
puter science and computer engineering (e.g., Pei and Zha,
2006, 2007), a search had failed to find psycholinguistic
experiments published in English that specifically attempted
to study the perception of Mandarin visemes. Visemes are
units/categories of visual speech movements that are per-
ceptually distinctive among the units/categories but much
less so within each unit/category. The term “viseme” was
used by Fisher (1968) for “visual phoneme”. A phoneme
includes speech sounds that are perceived as the same audi-
tory category, even though those sounds may have (slightly)
different acoustic properties (e.g., the “s” in “sue” and “see”
have different acoustics, but perceivers usually categorize
them in the same /s/ category; Jackson, 1988). We use the
term viseme, however, to simply describe a set of phonemes
that have very similar visible properties and therefore are
not easily distinguished from one another.

Understanding Mandarin visual speech from a psycho-
linguistic perspective, along with phonetic knowledge of
Mandarin, would benefit science and computer engineer-
ing. In the field of synthetic visual speech, the chosen Man-
darin visemes for consonants and vowels were at times
noticeably inconsistent across studies (e.g., as a comparison
among the following studies: Wu et al., 2006; Zhou and
Wang, 2007; Chen et al., 2005; Ming et al., 1999). Percep-
tual–psycholinguistic experiments can refine our under-
standing of the functional visemes in Mandarin.

Wang et al. (2003) created a Mandarin text-to-visual
speech synthesis system using a data-driven approach. To
create Mandarin viseme categories, they analyzed certain
static measurements (mouth measurements, jaw measure-
ments, etc.) taken from video recordings of a Mandarin
speaker. Based on the static parameters of the items (initials
and finals), they constructed two confusion trees (one for
consonant-initials, one for finals). The static parameters
from an item are compared to those from every other item
within the tree. The sum of the squared differences between
the static parameters of the items is computed. The items
that are closest in terms of the (normalized) sum of squared
difference are treated as branches that merge into one cate-
gory or trunk (Wang et al., 2003).

This method (Wang et al., 2003) is useful from a com-
puter-science standpoint and informative to certain theo-
retical and applied perspectives. However, visemes also
have a psycholinguistic dimension; production properties
do not completely parallel perception. Just as differences
in acoustic-physical features do not necessarily translate
to differences in phonemes, differences in articulatory-phys-
ical measurements do not necessarily correspond to differ-
ences in visemes. In another article examining Mandarin
speech-production (similar in approach to the one by
Wang et al. (2003)), Wang et al. (2000) also acknowledge
the importance of perceptual experiments for verification
or refinement of visemes. In addition to visual-parameter
analyses and Mandarin phonetics, the understanding and
application of Mandarin visemes can benefit from percep-
tual-experimental studies using confusion matrices. Studies
from multiple approaches can enrich our understanding.
Most research regarding Mandarin visemes has been done
from approaches in computer science and engineering.
Mandarin visemes also need to be studied from a speech-
science and psycholinguistic perspective, and the current
experiments will add to our understanding of Mandarin
visual speech as well as improving Bao’s visual speech
repertoire.

The current experiments are not the first to address the
perception of Mandarin visual segmental information. Two
articles by Chen (1991, 1992), written in Chinese and pub-
lished in Taiwan, examined Chinese (in Taiwan) college
participants’ visual speech perception of Mandarin initial
consonants (Chen, 1991) and vowel endings (single-vowels,
diphthongs, and codas) (Chen, 1992). In these studies, the
participants visually identified consonants and vowels by
seeing the video of a female speaker pronouncing syllables
that differed in initial consonants or differed in vowels (the
video was without sound). All of the syllables were pro-
nounced with tone 1. In the consonant study (Chen,
1991), all of the 21 Mandarin initial-consonants were fol-
lowed by the single-vowel “a”, except for (pinyin) “j”,
“q”, and “x”, which were followed by the diphthong “ia”.
In the vowel study (Chen, 1992), a set of 16 endings, includ-
ing single vowels, diphthongs, and codas, was presented
without initial consonants.

On each trial, a stimulus was shown twice in succession
(repetition) within the trial. Participants indicated their
response on the response sheet, which displayed all of the
possible answers to choose from. Each unique trial was pre-
sented only once in an experiment (for each of the partici-
pants; n = 197 in (Chen, 1991); n = 200 in (Chen, 1992)).
To arrange phonemes into visemes based on the data, the
author used agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis with
the method of average linkage between groups. A criterion
was employed so that phonemes were in a viseme category
that elicited at least 75%-correct responses on the viseme
level. These two studies (Chen, 1991, 1992) present seminal,
interesting, and informative data.

These earlier studies differ from the current experiments
in terms of design, stimuli, data-collection, and data-
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analysis. For example, in the studies by Chen (1991, 1992),
there were two sets of stimuli presented separately that
(mostly) differed only one part at a time: a set of 21 sylla-
bles that differed in initial consonants but are (mostly) kept
constant in their vowel/ending (Chen, 1991), and another
set of 16 vowels/endings without initial consonants (Chen,
1992). In the current experiments, the stimuli are 71 sylla-
bles that cover all initial consonants, single vowels
(monophthongs), and their combinations. The current
experiments randomly presented the 71 stimuli within the
same experiment. Neither consonants nor vowels/endings
were kept constant, and participants have to identify both
consonants and vowels of the syllables/words together.

In terms of approach, it seemed that the studies by Chen
(1991, 1992) were focused on the “basic” (or “ideal”) vise-
me categories that arise under conditions which minimize
interactions between initial consonants and vowel endings.
For the current experiments, the focus is examining viseme
categories in the context of Mandarin words. This system
of grouping will be used as a basis for assessing the perfor-
mance of natural and synthetic speech, with the aim of
improving the synthetic consonants, vowels, and whole syl-
lables. In natural Mandarin characters, consonants and
vowels necessarily influence and constrain each other
within the Mandarin syllabic repertoire. Whether the per-
formances and patterns of visemes are in a more “ideal/
basic” setting or in a more “naturalistic” setting, both
designs are informative and valuable. Table 1 lists and
summarizes some of the differences. These differences
may or may not lead to different viseme categories, and it
is interesting to examine the viseme categories under these
different environments.

2. Part I: Experiment A. Evaluation

Research examining speech-reading performance has
applied various tasks at various linguistic levels, including

at the levels of syllable, word(s), phrase, sentence, story,
etc. (Andersson et al., 2001; Mohammed et al., 2006). They
can yield different performance accuracies. For example,
Gailey (1987) examined speech-reading performance of
English on a range of tasks. It was found that overall, tasks
with non-sense syllables, words, and sentences (generally)
yielded lower accuracies than tasks with stories, and tasks
with stories yielded lower accuracies than tasks with famil-
iar phrases (Gailey, 1987). On the other hand, this pattern
of results was not always found. In the study by Moham-
med et al. (2006), a speech-reading task with words yielded
higher accuracies than tasks with minimal pairs and sen-
tences, and all these types of tasks yielded higher accuracies
than a task with short stories (connected speech of two to
three sentences). Also, within each level, the specific tests
and/or stimuli chosen can be different. The speech-reading
abilities at different linguistic levels or tasks may require
different skill sets (e.g., Andersson et al., 2001), and they
are not necessarily related to each other (Gailey, 1987),
although even this aspect has been disputed, adding to
the complexity of the situation.

What is clear is that, to date, most of the research on
speech-reading has been carried out on “European/
Western” languages (especially English). The present
experiments examine the visual speech-reading of
Mandarin-Chinese. The focus is at the character-syllable
level of analysis, which may be a more “pure” and “percep-
tual” form of speech-reading (as opposed to, for example,
the sentence level), as this level may greatly reduce (or min-
imize) some possible conceptual or contextual influences.
At higher linguistic levels, syntactic, semantic, and prag-
matic contexts can influence the accuracy of speech-reading
performance. From a practical perspective, Mandarin indi-
vidual characters are essentially single syllables. In order to
compare and evaluate the perception of natural and syn-
thetic speech, natural visual speech has to be recorded.
Given the Mandarin syllabic-lexical structure, all syllables

Table 1
Some differences between the current experiments and studies by Chen (1991, 1992).

Chen (1991, 1992) The current experiments

Stimuli – 21 Syllables that differed in initial consonants
– 16 Vowels/endings without initial consonants
– 2 Sets presented separately
– Some are non-words

– 71 Syllables covering all initial consonants, single vowels, & their
combinations

– Without codas & diphthongs
– Presented together randomly
– All are Mandarin words

Natural speaker
pronunciation

“Non-exaggerate” manner Told to pronounce “clearly”

Design – A lot of participants
– Each unique trial presented once to a
participant

– Fewer participants
– Each unique trial presented 10 times (10 blocks) for every participant

Data-collection “Close-ended”: the possible choices on the
response sheet

Open-ended: could type any Mandarin word/syllable

Viseme analysis – Agglomerative hierarchical clustering analysis
– Criterion of (at least) 75% correct on the vise-
me level

– Clustering analysis with correlation (response patterns) as the metric
– d-Prime analyses
– Mandarin phonetics
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within Mandarin speech are characters. Using the
Mandarin syllable level allows practical analyses of the
phoneme-viseme, character/word, and tonal domains.

The present experiments examine and compare the per-
ception of natural and synthetic Mandarin visual speech.
The goals are to analyze the performance of phonemes, syl-
lables/words, and viseme categories of all Mandarin sylla-
bles involving initial consonants and single-vowel endings,
examine the perceptual performances of natural and syn-
thetic visual speech, determine where the synthetic visual
speech under-performs their natural counterparts, and sub-
sequently improve and re-evaluate the visual speech
information.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants

In this 4-h experiment, four Chinese participants were
recruited from the University of California, Santa Cruz
(UCSC). They are all native speakers of Mandarin and
are all familiar with pinyin. They consist of two females
and two males, and they were at the ages of 21, 20, 22,
and 21. Their lengths of time living in the US had been
13, 13, 10, and 11 years. Their exposure to English began
at the ages of 8, 7, 12, and 10. They all had reported to have
never taken a course in linguistics or phonetics. For their
participation, they either received course credits, payment
at the rate of $10 per hour, or a combination of course
credit(s) and payment.

2.1.2. Stimuli
For natural-speech stimuli, we made sets of audio–video

recordings consisting of words pronounced by four speak-
ers: One female from Mainland China (FC), one male from
Mainland China (MC), one female from Taiwan (FT), and
one male from Taiwan (MT). The words cover all possible
Mandarin segments. Speakers from Mainland China read
abbreviated (simplified) characters, and speakers from Tai-
wan read traditional characters. The words to be read (in
citation form) were randomized and displayed as slides
(Microsoft PowerpointTM) on a standard computer screen,
and there were approximately five seconds between the
word presentations. The speakers were told to pronounce
the characters (single-words) clearly. The camera was right
next to the computer screen (on its immediate right), cap-
turing a clear frontal view of the speaker (albeit slightly
angled to her/his left). We used an ordinary camera and tri-
pod. There was lighting at the front (front-right and front-
left) of the speaker and above the speaker. It was under
similar conditions as the audio and video recordings from
the study by Chen and Massaro (2008). The speech record-
ings were transformed into computer AVI files. For this
experiment, stimuli from FC were used, because it was
observed that her speech was the most visually clear, and
a previous experiment found that her visual speech yielded
higher performance than the visual speech of another
speaker did. Also, she was taught “standard Mandarin”,

and she did not speak another Chinese dialect (Mandarin
was the only Chinese language she spoke). The synthetic-
speech stimuli were the same Mandarin words articulated
by Bao – that is, a computer-animated female version of
Bao (with dark hair and dark eyes). Each of the synthetic
words was aligned to the corresponding natural word to
ensure that the durations would be constant – this was to
control for a possible effect of duration on speech-reading
performance.

2.1.3. Procedure

For this experiment, there were 71 word-syllables (which
cover all Mandarin initial consonants, all Mandarin single-
vowel endings, and all of their combinations) from each of
the 2 speakers (synthetic and natural), yielding 142 unique
stimuli (71 � 2 = 142) that were randomized and presented
within each of the 10 blocks. Thus, the total number of tri-
als was [(71 syllables) � (2 speakers) � (10 blocks) = 1420]
1420 for each participant. The 71 word-syllables are listed
in Appendix A. Out of the 71 syllables, there were 39 tone-
1 syllables, 12 tone-2 syllables, 6 tone-3 syllables, 13 tone-4
syllables, and 1 tone-0/5 syllable. For each trial, the stimu-
lus video was preceded by 750 ms (ms), and each video
included about 500 ms before and 500 ms after the actual
articulation (the natural or synthetic face remained on
the screen during those 500 ms times). The participants
were instructed to watch the video (with no sound avail-
able) on the computer screen and type the word that they
thought was spoken. They were instructed to type in pin-
yin-words with a space between the pinyin and the numer-
ical tone (1, 2, 3, 4; the light/neutral tone was typed as
either 0 or 5, depending on their personal preference). No
feedback was given.

Because whatever the participants typed would be show-
ing on a space near the bottom of the computer screen until
the next trial appears, they could use the “Backspace”,
“Delete”, arrow keys, or other buttons to modify what they
typed for a given trial (in case there was a typo or mistake)
before they press the “Enter” key. The experimental trials
were response-paced: After the participant types a response
and presses “Enter”, then the typed-response for the trial
would disappear on the screen and the next stimulus would
appear. There was roughly 5–10 min of break between
blocks. The participants scheduled for two-hour and/or
one-hour sessions (usually on different days) until they
completed the whole experiment, which usually took about
4 h total. All instructions and interactions were spoken in
Mandarin.

2.2. Results

Before the responses were grouped into viseme catego-
ries, an “absolute performance” was first calculated. An
absolute performance is indicated by the percentage of cor-
rectly-identified syllables, even if the mistake is within a
viseme category (the tone did not have to be correct). This
performance measure offers an estimate of “real-world”
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performance and an additional estimate of the relationship
between the perception of natural and synthetic speech. In
terms of “absolute performance”, natural speech yielded
11.58% average correct segments, and synthetic speech
yielded 5.92% average correct. A correlation was carried
out between natural speech and synthetic speech on num-
ber of correct responses for the 71 stimuli (syllables). There
was a significant correlation between the response patterns
of the natural syllables and those of the synthetic syllables
[r(69) = .72, p < .001] – an indication that performance
under the natural-speaker condition was somewhat similar
to performance under the synthetic-speaker condition.

Given the fuzzy nature of visual speech (Massaro, 1998,
p. 395), there is a lack of agreement regarding how visemes
should be analyzed, and there is no universally recognized
rule or criterion for grouping phonemes into visemes
(Jackson, 1988). Various criteria or approaches can be
employed that render somewhat-different or slightly-
different categories (for English cf., Campbell and Massaro,
1997; Massaro, 1998, pp. 412–413; Jackson, 1988). For the
current study, several approaches are considered in combi-
nation to determine the Mandarin viseme categories. Over-
all, the viseme groupings should: (A) be consistent with what
is known about Mandarin phonetics (e.g., Lee and Zee,
2003) in particular and phonetic theory (e.g., Pullum and
Ladusaw, 1996; Ladefoged, 2001) in general (unless the
data overwhelmingly suggest otherwise); (B) include pho-
nemes that render similar response-patterns (significant
and high-positive correlations between the responses-pat-
terns of the phonemes); (C) be in general agreement with
other perceptual-experimental research findings; (D) yield
the highest d-prime (d0 – a measure of how well each item
is distinguished from the others) values (for an explanation
on d0, see Massaro, 1989a; Macmillan and Creelman, 2005)
when grouped this way; and (E) have no apparent reason
of why they should be grouped otherwise. In other words,
the behavioral data are considered along with linguistic
theory, other relevant findings, and an analytical approach
that practically group phonemes together based on the sim-
ilarity of their response-patterns (i.e., items in a group are
the closest to each other, more similar to each other than to
those outside the group).

One way to see that two phonemes are confused
together is by looking at the degree to which their

response-patterns (generated by the confusion matrix) are
similar to each other. Similarity of response patterns can
be reflected by the pattern of mutual confusion, but it
can also include other arrangements. A good example is
the Mandarin “b”, “p”, and “m”. These three phonemes
were confused with each other but almost never confused
with any other phoneme. When they were grouped together
in a viseme category, 99% of the responses are within this
category (Fig. 1). Other phonemes were rarely categorized
as “b”, “p”, or “m”. They are all bilabials (fits with crite-
rion A); their response-patterns were similar to each other
and not to those of other phonemes – their correlations
were highly-positive and significant [their r’s(20) > .99,
p’s < .001] (fits with B); the grouping is consistent with
other research (e.g., Walden et al., 1977) (fits with C); they
yielded the highest d0 when grouped this way (fits with D);
and there seemed to be no apparent reason regarding why
they should be grouped otherwise (fits with E).

Although these three phonemes were highly confused
with one another, their response-patterns were not sym-
metrical. All three phonemes yielded mostly “b” responses,
followed by “p” and then “m” responses. Because the
response-patterns were highly similar among these three
phonemes, they are confused together. To the extent that
phonemes yield similar response patterns across the board,
and that it makes linguistic-phonetic sense, one can assume
that participants do not distinguish much between them.

Based on the current combination of criteria (and clus-
tering analyses), the viseme categories are grouped as fol-
lows. The categories, expressed in pinyin, are: “b/p/m”,
“f”, “d/t/n/l”, “z/c/s”, “zh/ch/sh/r”, “j/q/x”, “g/k”, and
“h”. Not surprisingly, all phonemes within the viseme
groups have the same place of articulation. The category
“d/t/n/l” was not immediately obvious, given that Zhou
and Wang (2007) put “d/t/n/l” in the same viseme cate-
gory, while Wu et al. (2006) put “l” in a separate viseme
from “d/t/n”. From examining the experimental stimuli,
it was discovered that the natural Mandarin speech involv-
ing initial consonants “d”, “t”, “n”, and “l” were articu-
lated with the “dental-alveolar” tongue clearly visible.
While in English, “d”, “t”, “n”, and “l” are usually consid-
ered alveolar (e.g., Ladefoged, 2001), their Mandarin coun-
terparts can be different. In Mandarin, “d”, “t”, “n”, and
“l” can be categorized as dental-alveolar for their place

Stimuli.C B/P/M F D/T/N/L Z/C/S ZH/CH/SH/R J/Q/X G/K H none Total
B/P/M (100) 99.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 100
F (20) 1.25 97.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.25 0.00 100
D/T/N/L (180) 0.00 0.14 70.56 0.56 9.17 1.94 0.69 4.58 12.36 100
Z/C/S (90) 0.00 0.00 20.56 21.11 28.89 21.94 0.28 1.39 5.83 100
ZH/CH/SH/R (110) 0.00 0.00 11.82 10.00 37.73 29.77 0.00 0.68 10.00 100
J/Q/X (60) 0.00 0.00 14.17 7.08 25.42 24.58 0.00 0.00 28.75 100
G/K (60) 0.42 0.00 45.00 4.58 3.33 6.67 0.83 17.92 21.25 100
H (30) 0.83 0.00 10.83 0.00 0.83 0.00 0.83 58.33 28.33 100
none (60) 0.00 0.00 21.25 0.42 5.83 2.08 0.00 28.75 41.67 100
Grand Total 101.50 98.14 194.18 43.75 111.20 86.99 2.64 113.15 148.44 900

Fig. 1. The percentage of responses for the natural initial-consonant visemes.
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of articulation (e.g., Lee and Zee, 2003). Mandarin dental-
alveolar consonants are not confused with inter-dentals,
because Mandarin does not have inter-dentals. The d0 cal-
culations revealed that, whether “l” was included in “d/t/n”
or not, the d0 values were about the same (1.24), so for the
sake of parsimony and partly based on criterion E, “l” was
grouped with “d/t/n”. This grouping was further supported
by the finding that the response-patterns between “d”, “t”,
“n”, and “l” were all similar to each other (they were the
closest to each other); the correlations between the
response-patterns of each of these phonemes were all
highly-positive and significant [r’s(20) > .90, p’s < .001].

Observations of Mandarin speakers in natural settings
suggested that some Mandarin speakers tend to articulate
“d/t/n/l” with dental or dental-alveolar tongue, some tend
to articulate them with alveolar tongue, and yet others may
articulate them in both ways (in different contexts).
Phonemes d/t/n can be dental or alveolar (Pullum and
Ladusaw, 1996). Presumably, when their place of articu-
lation is dental or dental-alveolar (as in the current experi-
mental natural-speech stimuli), they seemed visually
informative in Mandarin. When their place of articulation
is mostly alveolar, they may be considered less visually-
informative (relative to some of the other visual conso-
nants), at least in English (e.g., Jackson, 1988). It turns out
that, when this experiment’s data are combined/pooled with
the next experiment’s data, a clustering analysis (using

correlation as the metric) further supports each of the
current grouping-arrangement of visemes (more on that
appears in the next part).

Fig. 1 shows the average percentage of responses for the
natural initial-consonant visemes. Fig. 2 shows the
responses for the synthetic counterparts. The “none” labels
refer to the stimuli or responses that have no initial
consonants.

For single-vowel endings: Fig. 3 shows the average per-
centage of responses for the natural single-vowels, and
Fig. 4 shows the responses for the synthetic counterparts.
As with the consonants, the labels for the vowels are writ-
ten in pinyin spelling. The response-patterns seemed similar
between “a” and “er” [r(7) = .99, p < .001] and between
“u” and “v” (“v” in pinyin denotes the front-high rounded
vowel) [r(7) = .91, p = .001]. When the category “other”
(diphthongs and triphthongs) was divided to show those
responses that included the target vowels, the response-pat-
terns were still similar between “a” and “er” and between
“u” and “v”. An analysis on the d0 values showed that
when “u” and “v” were grouped together, the d0 value
was higher (d0 = 2.33) than when “u” and “v” were
grouped as separate visemes (d0 = 1.91). The grouping of
“u” and “v” together made sense because “u” is a high-
back rounded vowel, and “v” is a high-front rounded
vowel (fit criterion A); their response-patterns were similar
(the correlation was highly-positive and significant between

Stimuli.C B/P/M F D/T/N/L Z/C/S ZH/CH/SH/R J/Q/X G/K H none blank/error Total
B/P/M (100) 97.25 1.50 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.00 100
F (20) 3.75 92.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 1.25 0.00 0.00 100
D/T/N/L (180) 0.97 1.53 23.06 14.31 16.39 19.58 0.83 4.44 18.89 0.00 100
Z/C/S (90) 1.11 3.61 8.61 22.50 24.44 24.17 0.83 2.22 11.94 0.56 100
ZH/CH/SH/R (110) 0.68 0.45 12.27 13.64 34.77 25.00 1.36 2.27 9.55 0.00 100
J/Q/X (60) 0.83 2.92 14.17 5.42 21.25 24.17 0.83 2.92 27.50 0.00 100
G/K (60) 0.42 0.42 35.83 10.83 21.67 11.67 0.42 2.50 16.25 0.00 100
H (30) 0.83 0.00 14.17 11.67 21.67 25.83 0.83 2.50 22.50 0.00 100
none (60) 2.50 9.17 20.42 10.42 7.50 11.25 0.42 6.67 31.67 0.00 100
Grand Total 108.35 112.09 128.52 89.03 147.69 144.42 5.53 25.02 138.80 0.56 900

Fig. 2. The percentage of responses for the synthetic initial-consonant visemes.

Stimuli.V a (an, ang) e er i (in, ing) u.v (ong, vn) none (0) en (eng) Dip(n).Trip error/blank Total
a (180) 26.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 73.61 0.14 100
e (160) 0.47 36.25 0.94 21.41 1.09 3.13 7.34 29.38 0.00 100
er (10) 32.50 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00 0.00 100
i (110) 0.00 2.50 0.00 86.82 0.00 5.91 0.00 4.77 0.00 100
u.v (250) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 95.90 0.20 0.00 3.50 0.40 100
Grand Total 59.22 41.25 0.94 108.22 96.99 9.23 7.34 176.26 0.54 500

Fig. 3. The percentage of responses for the natural single-vowel endings.

Stimuli.V a (an, ang) e er i (in, ing) u.v (ong, vn) none (0) en (eng) Dip(n).Trip error/blank Total
a (180) 18.89 0.69 0.00 0.28 0.14 0.14 0.56 79.17 0.14 100
e (160) 12.66 12.50 0.00 0.31 0.63 0.00 2.34 70.94 0.63 100
er (10) 0.00 7.50 0.00 47.50 2.50 12.50 0.00 30.00 0.00 100
i (110) 1.36 3.41 0.00 48.18 4.32 10.91 0.23 30.91 0.68 100
u.v (250) 0.70 3.00 0.10 0.70 57.90 0.60 0.10 35.50 1.40 100
Grand Total 33.61 27.10 0.10 96.97 65.48 24.15 3.23 246.51 2.85 500

Fig. 4. The percentage of responses for the synthetic single-vowel endings.
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their response-patterns and not between theirs and those of
other phonemes) (fit B); it is generally not inconsistent with
other findings (fit C); the arrangement rendered higher
measure of d0 (fit D); and there seemed to be no reason
not to do so (fit E).

While the grouping of “u” and “v” together fit the cur-
rent criteria, “a” and “er” were not grouped together for
now; it was not clear whether grouping “a” and “er”
together would be consistent with phonetics. Also, obser-
vations of the natural stimuli suggested that, while “u”
and “v” appeared to look “indistinguishable”, “a” and “er”
did appear to look somewhat “different”. Another caution
was that “er” consisted of only one stimulus out of the 71
stimuli, and it does not appear with anything else in a
“standard” Mandarin syllable (unlike other single vowels),
except for some regional linguistic variations: In Mainland
China, this is generally true in “Southern” Mandarin
speech, but this is not the case in some “Northern”Manda-
rin speech. In Taiwan, this is typically true. Given the spe-
cial status of “er”, it seemed “safer” to examine it by itself
for now. As it later turns out, when a clustering analysis
combines/pools data from this experiment and data from
the next experiment, the correlation between “a” and “er”
would be much lower and non-significant, and the correla-
tion between “u” and “v” would be the only highly-positive
and statistically-significant correlation among the single-
vowel endings.

2.3. Discussion

In this experiment, although there were only four partic-
ipants, the response patterns were highly similar among all
four of the participants. For the initial consonants: All cor-
relations among the participants for the response patterns
of the phonemes were significant [r’s(482) ranged from
0.65 to 0.80, all p’s < .001]. When the response patterns
were grouped into the viseme categories, all of the corre-
sponding correlations among participants were again sig-
nificant but even greater than the previous coefficients [r’s
(79) ranged from 0.83 to 0.96, all p’s < .001]; these correla-
tion coefficients calculated from data based on the viseme
categories were significantly higher than those based on
the phoneme categories [t(5) = 3.91, p < .05], with the aver-
age correlation coefficient being 0.14 higher.

As for the single-vowel endings: All correlations among
the participants’ response patterns were significant [r’s(52)
ranged from 0.72 to 0.92, all p’s < .001]. When “u” and
“v” (the two high-rounded single-vowels in pinyin) were
grouped into a category, all of the corresponding correla-
tions among participants were also significant but even
greater [r’s(38) ranged from 0.86 to 0.97, all p’s < .001];
the correlation coefficients calculated with merging “u”
and “v” were significantly higher than those calculated
from the phoneme categories [t(5) = 2.91, p < .05], with
the average correlation coefficient being 0.09 higher.

Generally, the Mandarin synthetic initial-consonants
from Bao yielded lower percents of correct compared to

the natural initial-consonants. Although performance from
the synthetic labials and labio-dental were comparable
to the natural ones, the synthetic non-labials need specific
improvements. Synthetic “d/t/n/l” and “h” especially need
improvement, as they yielded performances that were
about 50% lower than those from their natural counter-
parts. As for the single-vowel endings: Synthetic single-
vowels from Bao yielded lower percents of correct
compared to the natural ones, especially for “e” (a
Mandarin-unique, mid-high back, un-rounded vowel),
“i”, and “u/v”. The subsequent experiment aims to
modify/improve the synthetic initial-consonants and
single-vowel endings and re-evaluate the visual perception
of them along with their natural counterparts.

3. Part II: Experiment B. Improvement

In the previous experiment, Bao’s synthetic initial-con-
sonants and single-vowels yielded performance that was
less accurate than performance yielded by their natural
counterparts. For this subsequent experiment, a set of
improved synthetic stimuli are tested with the same natural
stimuli from the previous experiment. Comparisons of per-
formance yielded by the natural stimuli and the synthetic
stimuli in both experiments will assess whether Bao’s syn-
thetic speech is improved (i.e., more “realistic”) from the
previous experiment to this experiment. In addition, data
yielded by natural stimuli can be combined/pooled across
the two experiments, and these data can be analyzed to
help understand the perception of Mandarin visemes in
the context of perceiving words/syllables.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

In this 4-h experiment, ten Chinese participants were
recruited from UCSC. They are all native speakers of Man-
darin and are all familiar with pinyin. They consist of five
females and five males, and their average age was
25.50 years old. Their average length of time living in the
US had been 1.50 years, and their exposure to English
began at the average age of 9.70. They all had reported
to have never taken a course in linguistics or phonetics.
For their participation, they either received course credits,
payment at the rate of $10 per hour, or a combination of
course credit(s) and payment.

3.1.2. Stimuli and procedure

The natural-speech stimuli were the same visual-speech
stimuli used in the previous experiment (part I). On the
other hand, the synthetic-speech stimuli were the matching
Mandarin words/syllables articulated by Bao (again, the
computer-animated female version of Bao), but these stim-
uli were specifically improved by modifying Bao’s parame-
ters. Each of the individual synthetic words was directly
compared to its natural counterpart. The parameters of
Bao’s consonants and vowels were adjusted until they were
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deemed authentic/realistic. Modifications included chang-
ing the “mouth shapes” or articulations of the phonemes,
making the tongues in “d”, “t”, “n”, and “l” look more like
each of its natural counterpart, increasing the vertical
mouth opening in “a”, and many more. Table 2 lists and
summarizes the main differences of the stimuli from the
previous experiment to the current experiment. All of the
71 individual words/syllables were made to look like each
of its natural counterpart. After all of the stimuli were indi-
vidually prepared, they were tested for experimental verifi-
cation. Like the previous experiment, each of the synthetic
words was aligned to the corresponding natural word (even
though no sound was present in the test stimulus) to ensure
that the durations would be constant. The procedure in this
experiment is the same as the previous experiment (part I).
All instructions and interactions were spoken in Mandarin.

3.2. Results

In terms of “absolute performance”, natural speech
yielded 11.38% average correct segments, and synthetic
speech yielded 6.54% average correct. Comparing to the
previous experiment, the natural–synthetic gap reduced
from 5.66 to 4.84 (a 14.49% reduction). The correlation
between natural and synthetic speech on the number of
correct syllables was significant [r(69) = .79, p < .001], indi-
cating that performance under the natural-speaker condi-
tion is somewhat similar to performance under the
synthetic-speaker condition.

3.2.1. Initial consonants
Fig. 5 shows the average percentage of responses for the

natural initial-consonant visemes. Fig. 6 shows the
responses for the synthetic counterparts.

In terms of the overall percentage of correct responses
(viseme-based), this experiment’s natural speech yielded
50.14% correct responses, and its synthetic speech yielded
42.44% correct responses, so the natural-minus-synthetic
overall difference is 7.70%. Comparing to the previous
experiment, in which the natural-minus-synthetic gap was
(47.71% � 32.57% = 15.14%) 15.14%, this natural–syn-
thetic difference reduced by a factor of 49.14%, almost cut-
ting the advantage of the natural speech in half. Synthetic
viseme categories that previously yielded the worst perfor-
mances now showed the biggest improvements. Specifi-
cally, in the previous experiment, the natural–synthetic
gap for d/t/n/l was 47.50%, and it was 55.83% for h. Those
were the two biggest gaps. Now, in the current experiment,
these gaps are now 8.33% and 17.33%, respectively.

Also, d0 values were calculated for each of the viseme
categories. In terms of the overall d0 values, the previous
experiment yielded 1.89 for its natural visemes and 1.05
for its synthetic visemes (a natural–synthetic gap of 0.84).
The current experiment yielded 2.07 for its natural visemes
and 1.37 for its synthetic visemes (a natural–synthetic gap
of 0.70). Synthetic visemes from the current experiment
have larger d0 values than synthetic visemes from the previ-

ous experiment, and the natural-minus-synthetic gap for d0

was reduced by a factor of 16.67%. Fig. 7 shows the natu-
ral–synthetic gaps of the d0 values for both experiments. All
of the d0 gaps from the current experiment (experiment 2)
are either smaller than or comparable to those from the
previous experiment (experiment 1), except for viseme z/
c/s. The d0 difference for “f” is smaller than it appears: In
Experiment 2, the natural “f” had a 100% hit rate and a
0% false-alarm (FA) rate. In this case, the d0 would have
to be estimated, and it was calculated from a 99.50% hit
rate and 0.01% FA rate (closest possible rates in this con-
dition), producing a large d0 value for the natural “f” and
increasing the natural–synthetic gap for “f” (Experiment
2). If only the d0 values of the synthetic speech are com-
pared across experiments, then all of the d0 values of syn-
thetic visemes from the current experiment are bigger
than those from the previous experiment, except for viseme
z/c/s.

Another comparison was the correlation between the
response pattern (from confusion matrices) yielded by the
natural speech and that yielded by the synthetic speech.
In terms of this correlation, the current experiment’s corre-
lation [r(62) = 0.97, p < .001] was higher than that of the
previous experiment [r(62) = 0.81, p < .001]. Putting the
three measures (% correct, d0, and r) together, the results
suggested that, comparing synthetic speech in the current
experiment to that in the previous experiment, the current
set of synthetic speech produced responses that were more
accurate, and its response patterns are more similar to
those of the natural speech.

3.2.2. Single-vowel endings

Fig. 8 shows the average percentage of responses for the
natural single-vowel endings, and Fig. 9 shows the
responses for the synthetic counterparts.

In terms of the overall percentage of correct responses,
this experiment’s natural speech yielded 57.68% correct
responses, and its synthetic speech yielded 47.31% correct
responses, so the natural-minus-synthetic overall difference
is 10.37%. Comparing to the previous experiment, in which
the natural-minus-synthetic gap was (62.04% � 35.46%
= 26.58%) 26.58%, the natural–synthetic difference reduced
by a factor of 60.99%, cutting the overall advantage of the
natural speech by more than half.

All synthetic vowels in this experiment showed improve-
ment compared to the previous experiment, except for
“er”. Specifically, for Mandarin vowel “a”, the previous
natural–synthetic gap of 7.36% is now almost eliminated.
Although it appeared as if the current synthetic “a” out-
performed the natural “a”, this is not really the case. Nat-
ural stimuli with “a” yielded a majority of responses as
diphthongs or triphthongs involving “a” as a constituent;
“a” was the only natural vowel-ending that produced more
responses in diphthongs or triphthongs than “correct”
responses as a single-vowel (besides “er”). So, if diphthongs
or triphthongs involving “a” are also counted as correct
responses, then the natural–synthetic gap for “a” is
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Table 2
Summary of the main changes in synthetic stimuli between experiment 1 and experiment 2.

“Viseme” pinyin, phonetic description Main changes Experiment 1:
synthetic
(representative)

Natural speech
(representative)

Experiment 2:
synthetic
(representative)

b/p: Bilabial plosive m: bilabial nasal Not much; making sure that they
look ok in all cases

f: Labio-dental fricative Not much; making sure that they
look ok in all cases

d/t: Dental-alveolar plosive n: dental-
alveolar nasal

Dental-alveolar tongues; more
mouth opening; somewhat different
depending on vowels

l: Dental-alveolar lateral approximant

z/c: Dental-alveolar affricate; s: dental-
alveolar fricative

More mouth opening; teeth in
certain position

zh/ch: Post-alveolar affricate (apical) sh:
post-alveolar fricative (apical); r: post-
alveolar approximant (apical)

More refined mouth shape; a bit
more rounding; teeth position

j/q: Palatal affricate; x: palatal fricative Mouth shape; showing a bit more
lower teeth

g/k: Velar plosive Mouth opening and shape; vowel
dependent

h: Velar fricative More mouth opening; tongue;
vowel dependent

a: Low mid-front un-rounded Jaw rotation/mouth opening

(continued on next page)
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(87.72% � 86.11% = 1.61%) 1.61%. For Mandarin “e”, the
previous natural–synthetic gap of 23.75% is now reduced to
11.00%. For “i”, the previous gap of 38.64% is now
reduced to 19.55%. For “u” and “v” (rounded vowels),

the previous gap of 38.00% is now reduced to 23.20%.
Mandarin “er” is the only vowel-ending of which the nat-
ural–synthetic gap is not reduced (in fact, the gap is now
bigger). However, this may be misleading, because there

Table 2 (continued)

“Viseme” pinyin, phonetic description Main changes Experiment 1:
synthetic
(representative)

Natural speech
(representative)

Experiment 2:
synthetic
(representative)

e: High-back un-rounded (ram’s horns) Teeth position; mouth shape; less
opening

er: Mid-central schwa with curly-r tail Mouth opening; tongue

i: High-front un-rounded A bit more mouth opening; teeth;
spread

u: High-back rounded; v: high-front
rounded

More rounding; associated facial
contours

Stimuli.C B/P/M F D/T/N/L Z/C/S ZH/CH/SH/R J/Q/X G/K H none blank/error Total
B/P/M 99.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.40 0.20 100
F 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
D/T/N/L 0.17 0.00 67.33 2.22 8.61 6.50 1.44 1.33 12.28 0.11 100
Z/C/S 0.00 0.00 8.44 25.00 41.78 16.89 2.00 0.33 5.56 0.00 100
ZH/CH/SH/R 0.00 0.00 5.36 9.73 58.91 19.09 0.18 0.27 6.36 0.09 100
J/Q/X 0.00 0.00 8.17 8.00 36.17 30.50 0.33 0.17 16.33 0.33 100
G/K 0.17 0.00 39.83 2.33 9.17 8.50 5.00 7.33 27.33 0.33 100
H 0.00 0.00 13.67 0.33 3.33 2.67 3.33 24.00 52.33 0.33 100
none 0.00 0.00 24.17 0.50 3.83 4.83 3.17 12.17 51.00 0.33 100
Grand Total 99.33 100.00 167.17 48.12 161.80 89.08 15.56 45.61 171.60 1.74 900

Fig. 5. The percentage of responses for the natural initial-consonant visemes.

Stimuli.C B/P/M F D/T/N/L Z/C/S ZH/CH/SH/R J/Q/X G/K H none blank/error Total
B/P/M 97.90 1.10 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10 100
F 0.50 99.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
D/T/N/L 0.17 0.94 59.00 4.67 12.22 8.94 1.67 3.94 8.00 0.44 100
Z/C/S 0.33 0.67 28.78 8.44 27.56 14.67 3.67 1.00 14.67 0.22 100
ZH/CH/SH/R 0.09 1.00 16.64 7.36 48.73 16.64 1.00 0.73 7.73 0.09 100
J/Q/X 0.67 1.17 29.50 10.33 25.83 18.83 1.17 1.17 11.00 0.33 100
G/K 0.17 1.00 55.00 2.00 16.33 5.50 4.83 7.67 7.17 0.33 100
H 0.67 3.33 48.00 3.67 17.00 9.00 7.33 6.67 4.33 0.00 100
none 9.50 10.17 32.17 9.83 11.33 10.00 0.83 1.67 14.33 0.17 100
Grand Total 109.99 118.38 269.18 46.61 159.61 83.88 20.60 22.84 67.23 1.69 900

Fig. 6. The percentage of responses for the synthetic initial-consonant visemes.
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was no previous gap: this was a special case where the pre-
vious experiment produced 0% accuracies from both natu-
ral and synthetic stimuli.

Analogous to analyses with consonants, d0 values were
calculated for the single-vowel endings. Overall, the previ-
ous experiment yielded 2.92 for its natural vowels and 1.59
for its synthetic vowels (a natural–synthetic gap of 1.33).
The current experiment yielded 2.82 for its natural vowels
and 1.93 for its synthetic vowels (a natural–synthetic gap
of 0.89). Synthetic vowels from the current experiment
have larger d0 values than synthetic vowels from the previ-
ous experiment, and the natural-minus-synthetic gap for d0

was reduced by a factor of 32.87%. Fig. 10 shows the nat-
ural–synthetic gaps of the d0 values for both experiments.
The natural–synthetic d0-gaps in the current experiment
were smaller in 4 of the 5 vowels (compared to the previous
experiment). The natural-speech advantage over the syn-
thetic speech was reduced for every vowel except “er”,
and this is the same pattern reflected by the results on the
percent-correct responses.

Like percent-correct responses, “er” was the only excep-
tion in which there was no gap to begin with; in fact, the
previous experiment’s d0-gap for “er” was actually nega-

tive, because the d0 for synthetic “er” was actually larger
than the d0 for natural “er”. The stimulus “er” was only
one stimulus out of the 71 unique stimuli, so it only repre-
sents a small portion of the stimuli tested. Its results are
based on a relatively small number of observations, so each
of the data points could potentially influence the results in
relatively large proportions.

Another comparison was the correlation between the
response pattern yielded by the natural vowels and that
yielded by the synthetic vowels. In terms of this correlation,
the current experiment’s correlation [r(38) = 0.94, p < .001]
was higher than that of the previous experiment [r(38)
= 0.82, p < .001]. Putting the three measures (% correct,
d0, and r) together, the results suggested that, comparing
synthetic vowels in the current experiment to those in the
previous experiment, the current set of synthetic vowels
produced responses that were more accurate, and its
response patterns are more similar to those of the natural
vowels.

Generally, the improvements on the vowels were more
impressive than the improvements on the consonants. But
taken together, it was still a solid improvement overall.
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Fig. 7. The natural-minus-synthetic gaps of d0 values for both
experiments.

Stimuli.V a (an, ang) e er i (in, ing) u.v (ong, vn) none (0) en (eng) Dip(n).Trip error/blank Total
a (180) 30.67 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.17 0.06 0.28 68.50 0.22 100
e (160) 0.69 27.94 0.38 25.25 0.31 7.94 17.81 19.63 0.06 100
er (10) 6.00 2.00 32.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 59.00 0.00 100
i (110) 0.09 3.82 0.00 65.64 0.18 10.36 0.45 19.27 0.18 100
u.v (250) 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 93.68 0.00 0.00 6.12 0.16 100
Grand Total 37.45 33.80 32.49 90.89 94.34 18.36 19.54 172.52 0.63 500

Fig. 8. The average percentage of responses for the natural single-vowel endings.

Stimuli.V a (an, ang) e er i (in, ing) u.v (ong, vn) none (0) en (eng) Dip(n).Trip error/blank Total
a (180) 45.44 0.22 0.06 0.50 0.22 0.50 0.78 52.06 0.22 100
e (160) 8.94 16.94 1.44 19.19 1.50 7.50 10.19 34.13 0.19 100
er (10) 32.00 12.00 1.00 7.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 43.00 0.00 100
i (110) 3.82 4.00 0.73 46.09 1.45 13.18 3.55 26.27 0.91 100
u.v (250) 1.28 0.20 0.00 1.16 70.48 0.44 0.20 25.88 0.36 100
Grand Total 91.48 33.36 3.22 73.94 75.66 21.62 17.71 181.33 1.68 500

Fig. 9. The average percentage of responses for the synthetic single-vowel endings.
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Fig. 10. The natural–synthetic gaps of the d0 values for vowels in both
experiments.
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With the exceptions of consonant “z/c/s” and vowel “er”,
all of the natural–synthetic gaps in the current experiment
are either similar to or smaller than those corresponding
gaps in the previous experiment. It was not exactly clear
why “z/c/s” is an exception. Although synthetic “z/c/s”
(and “er”) from experiment 2 appeared to look more like
their natural counterparts compared to those from experi-
ment 1, those specific changes did not help improve perfor-
mance in the current study. Maybe showing the teeth in
Mandarin z/c/s (trying to mimic their fricative/affricate
manner) was not as important as their mouth shape in this
situation.

3.2.3. Consonant–vowel syllable visemes

Separate analyses showed that Bao’s synthetic conso-
nants and vowels both improved in the current experiment.
An additional way to analyze the results was to examine
the “Consonant–Vowel visemes” (CV-vis) together in the
same syllables. Data can be arranged according to both
the consonant-viseme and vowel-viseme at the same time.
In this manner, an answer is correct only if the answer
matches the whole mouth shape (initial consonant and

vowel ending) or “syllable-viseme”. For example, for the
stimulus/word “bi” in this analysis, responses like “pi”
and “mi” are counted as correct, but not “ba”, “mu”, “pu”,
“ji”, “ti”, etc., because either the consonant-viseme or
vowel-viseme is incorrect in these cases. There was also
improvement even if the results are analyzed in terms of
the viseme of the whole syllable. In this type of analysis,
the previous experiment produced a natural–synthetic
gap of (33.94% � 15.88%) 18.06% for the percentage of
responses, while the current experiment produced a gap
of (32.30% � 24.11%) 8.18% (a 54.71% gap-reduction).

As for the d0 values, the previous experiment produced a
natural–synthetic gap of (1.91–1.17) 0.74, while the current
experiment produced a gap of (1.92–1.38) 0.54 (a 26.91%
gap-reductions). Correlations were also carried out
between the response patterns of the natural and synthetic
syllable-visemes for both experiments. The correlation for
the current experiment [r(955) = 0.87, p < .001] was higher
than the correlation for the previous experiment [r(955)
= 0.70, p < .001]. Although consonants and vowels
improved, it is reassuring to know that performance in
terms of syllable-visemes (CV-vis within a given word) also

Fig. 11. The clustering analysis for natural consonants (pooled data from both experiments).
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improved, because this means that Bao’s spoken whole syl-
lables/words also improved. Participants correctly recog-
nized more whole syllables/words in the current
experiment than in the previous experiment.

3.2.4. Cluster analysis: Experiments 1 and 2
Clustering analyses were carried out (for initial conso-

nants and single-vowel endings) using correlation coeffi-
cient as the metric, and they support the current
grouping-arrangement of visemes. Fig. 11 shows the results
for the clustering analysis of natural consonants, and
Fig. 12 shows the results for the analysis of natural vowels.
The data for the natural speech were pooled (combined)
across the previous experiment and this current experiment
(similar basic patterns of results arose for the natural
speech even if the experiments were analyzed separately).
Correlation coefficients (based on the pattern of the
responses on all the possible phonemes) were calculated
between all possible pairings of phonemes, and they estab-
lished a basis for the degree of closeness between pho-
nemes. Items are in a cluster if they are closer to each
other than to other items outside of the cluster. Items
and/or clusters were successively grouped together based
on their average correlation coefficients, until all items
are included in the clustering tree. If r = 1, then there is a
perfect relationship. If r = 0, then there is no relationship.
If r is a negative number, then this hints that items/clusters
involved may be in different “categories”.

An interesting comparison is between the dendrograms
of natural stimuli and that of the synthetic stimuli.
Fig. 13 shows the results of the clustering analysis for the
synthetic consonants in experiment 1, and Fig. 14 shows
the results of the analysis for synthetic vowels in experi-
ment 1. Fig. 15 shows the results of the analysis for the syn-
thetic consonants in experiment 2, and Fig. 16 shows the
analysis for synthetic vowels in experiment 2. The improve-
ments of the synthetic speech were observed in quantitative
measures (percent correct, d-prime, correlation, etc.) and in
qualitative comparisons (as shown in comparisons of clus-
tering analyses). Comparing to the clustering analyses of
synthetic consonants and vowels from experiment 1, the
clustering analyses of synthetic speech from experiment 2
were more similar to those of natural speech.

3.3. Discussion

The natural viseme-categories are consistent with the
clustering analyses, Mandarin phonetics, and other previ-
ous research. All items in a group have high-positive and
significant correlations between each other, and they are
the closest to each other. If anything, the current categories
were conservative and on the “safe” side. Although it was
possible to have fewer visemes, there seemed to be no
inherent absolute “cut-off” points. On one end of the
extreme, using individual phonemes would dilute a Bao
improvement. On the other end of extreme, having too

Fig. 12. The clustering analysis for natural vowels (combined/pooled data from both experiments).
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few categories would negate the natural speaker’s baseline-
advantage over Bao, so that Bao would not need much
improvement to begin with. Our approach is somewhere
in the middle of this spectrum: It does not cover-up the
baseline advantage of the natural speech, and it also shows
Bao’s improvement. The current study consistently used
the same arrangement of visemes to compare performance
yielded by natural and synthetic speech across experiments.
It is a more strict approach to make sure that improve-
ments occur for more groups that clearly contain at least
members within the same viseme.

For natural consonant-visemes, while the study by Chen
(1991) has five categories [b/p/m, f, h, l, and everything else
(dtn/gk/zcs/zh.ch.sh.r/jqx)], the current study has eight cat-
egories (b/p/m, f, h, d/t/n/l, g/k, z/c/s, zh/ch/sh/r, j/q/x).
As discussed previously, there is no universally recognized
criterion for grouping phonemes into visemes (Jackson,
1988), and differences across the studies could be responsi-
ble for the different visemes. However, despite all these dif-
ferences, the visemes from the Chen (1991) study and those
from the current study are not inconsistent with each other.

First, visemes b/p/m, f, and h were found in the current
task as well as in the task used by Chen (1991). As for d/t/
n/l: In the current study, the response patterns of d, n, l,

and t were the closest to each other, and d/t/n/l were
grouped together (if anything, “l” was closer to “d/n” than
“t” was). This arrangement is somewhat similar to the one
in the study by Chen (1991), who put “d/t/n” together but
put “l” by itself - “l” had produced 87.31% correct
responses by itself (Chen, 1991), which is higher than
75%. Interestingly, Chen (1991) also found that different
criteria resulted in different viseme categories, and one of
the different types of clustering analysis resulted in d/t/n/l
being grouped together as a viseme (Chen, 1991). In the
current study, stimuli involving d/t/n were articulated with
a visible dental-alveolar tongue. Presumably, it could be
possible that d/t/n in the study by Chen (1991) might have
been articulated with a less-visible tongue than d/t/n in the
current study.

For g/k: They were the closest to each other in both the
current study as well as in the study by Chen (1991), but g/
k in the study by Chen (1991) did not produce high-enough
correct responses to be considered as a viseme by them-
selves. For z/c/s, zh/ch/sh/r, and j/q/x: They were the clos-
est to each other in both the current study as well as in the
study by Chen (1991). In the study by Chen (1991), these
phonemes all produced relatively low percentages of cor-
rect responses, and they were combined (along with g/k

Fig. 13. The clustering analysis for synthetic consonants in experiment 1.
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Fig. 14. The clustering analysis for synthetic vowels in experiment 1.

Fig. 15. The clustering analysis for synthetic consonants in experiment 2.
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and d/t/n) together to achieve 91.91% correct responses as
a viseme. In the current study, they were divided in terms of
the closeness of their response patterns, and z/c/s, zh/ch/
sh/r, and j/q/x were closer to each other in their respective
groups than they were to others (although these three
groups were indeed the closest to each other as groups).

Given the fuzzy nature of visual speech (Massaro, 1998,
p. 395) and differences across experimental tasks (speaker,
stimuli, etc.), perhaps viseme-categories may theoretically
span from the level of individual phonemes (an unlikely
extreme end for most non-expert speech-readers, who visu-
ally perceive differences between visemes better than they
perceive differences within visemes) to a level with very
few visemes (most perceivers are at least somewhat sensi-
tive to the visual distinction between labials and non-labi-
als). The grouping-arrangement in the current study
seemed close to the “minimum unit” of visemes. It is
slightly “above” the level of phonemes, but each group
only included phonemes that clearly belonged together,
both theoretically and based on their response patterns.
From the eight categories, it was possible to reduce the
number of visemes, but the current study focused on
improving the “minimum units” of synthetic visual speech.
Given that most of them improved in the current study,
this increases the confidence that improvement of the syn-
thetic speech was wide-spread. On the other hand, if the
grouping is set at “higher” levels of the continuum (with
fewer visemes), it is possible that an improvement might
not theoretically be as wide-spread. Having more viseme
categories was actually a “harder” test for improving syn-
thetic speech.

It is the same basic story for the natural vowel-visemes.
The vowel-visemes from the study by Chen (1992) and
those from the current study are not inconsistent with each
other. In the current study, only “u” and “v” were grouped
together; the rest of the single-vowels were left by them-
selves, but “e” and “i” were the closest to each other, and
“er” and “a” were the closest to each other. In a consistent
fashion, the Chen study (1992) put “e” and “i” within the
same viseme category and “er” and “a” within another cat-
egory (which included other vowels and codas). Vowels u
and v were not put in the same category by Chen (1992):
v by itself had produced 81% correct responses (higher than
75%) and was put in a viseme by itself; u did not produce a
percent-correct greater than 75%, and it was not included
in any viseme category. But interestingly, Chen (1992)
found again that different criteria resulted in different cate-
gories, and one of the different types of clustering analysis
resulted in u/v being grouped within a viseme (along with
“o”, which does not appear as a single-vowel in Mandarin).

Table 3 summarizes Bao’s improvements. Several trends
are clear. Both percentages of correct and d0 values yielded
by the natural speech are similar or comparable across the
two experiments. However, both percent correct and d0 val-
ues yielded by the synthetic speech are greater in experi-
ment 2. The natural-minus-synthetic gaps are smaller in
experiment 2. The correlations between the response pat-
terns of natural and synthetic speech are higher in experi-
ment 2 compared to experiment 1. In sum, all of the
measures suggested that synthetic speech in experiment 2
was more realistic than its previous version in experiment
1. Improvements at the viseme level did not come at the

Fig. 16. The clustering analysis for synthetic vowels in experiment 2.
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expense of hurting the performance at the level of individ-
ual phonemes: phoneme-based performance changed little
across the experiments.

The current study used 71 unique stimulus-syllables that
cover all Mandarin initial consonants, single-vowel end-
ings, and their combinations (they constitute about 17–
18% of the entire Mandarin syllabic repertoire). Possible
future research can evaluate and improve Mandarin syn-
thetic diphthongs, triphthongs, and/or codas. The work
can also be extended to phrases or sentences. The current
study achieved solid improvements of Bao’s synthetic
visual speech, and this was one step towards a realistic
Mandarin synthetic talking head.
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Appendix A. The 71 unique word-syllables used in the current

experiments (pinyin and tones)

re 4, da 4, zha 1, sa 1, du 2, mu 4, qu (qv) 1, ge 1, zhu 1, ka
3, te 4, er 4, bi 1, shu 1, xi 1, luu (lv) 2, sha 1, gu 3, ga 4, ku 1,
e 2, yu (yv) 3, fa 1, nuu (nv) 3, ke 1, ma 1, se 4, he 1, zhe 1, fu

1, za 2, ba 1, ze 2, ti 1, nu 2, ce 4, zu 1, ne 1, ha 1, ca 1, wu 3,
hu 1, she 2, ji 1, che 1, mi 2, me 0/5, lu 4, le 4, di 1, ta 1, qi 1,
pu 1, de 2, pi 1, bu 4, ju (jv) 1, su 4, cha 1, yi 1, tu 3, pa 1, cu
1, na 2, ru 2, a 1, ni 2, la 1, li 4, chu 1, xu (xv) 1.
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